


The current legislative proposals claim that they are "race blind", but they really seem to be illegally and
systemically dividing up
communities of color to dilute their voices. 

For far too long, AAPI communities, which are the fastest-growing across Texas, have been unfairly divided into
multiple legislative
districts and thus, have been prevented from having the ability to elect a candidate of their choice. All I ask is that
we are given
equal representation through fair legislative districting. We ask that you honor the Voting Rights Act which
prohibits you from
drawing lines that dilute our voices. Your maps are deliberately breaking up our community. 

South Asians are the fastest growing minority population in Texas.  District lines were drawn 10 years ago.  Our
community has
grown exponentially since then.  It is critical that we participate in the process to allow our collective voices to be
documented.  We
all want our voices to be heard in determining the future of our families and communities. 

By proposing to redraw lines in unnatural formations to splinter high density South Asian populations as in HD 108
and 115 and
dilute it with more rural areas will ensure that there will never be fair representation of our voices.  South Asian
Americans have
fueled the economic, community and educational growth in this area.  Please do not silence our voices by drawing
unfair lines. 

Please respect section 2 of the Voting Rights Act which is a nationwide prohibition against voting practices and
procedures
(including redistricting plans) that discriminate  on the basis of race, color, or membership in a language minority
group.

In the interest of a richer, more responsive democrat, I urge Texas to adopt an independent redistricting commission
so that all oru
communities have the representation they deserve.  Thank you for the opportunity to testify virtually.  I hope you
expand virtual
testimony for every committee hearing for every bill going forward during this legislative session.

Thank you!
Bhavna Vashisht




